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PRINT BUSINESS CARDS FOR YOUR 
AUDIENCE; AND YOUR ROLE 
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For any business person or entrepreneur, it’s unavoidable to print business cards 
at some point in time. Since the customer is always right, whatever you do must 
have the customer in consideration. In this article we will talk about your role, and 
how to print business cards for your audience. 

Industry and business card printing paper 

An event photographer’s business card in green and black color 
These two are probably the greatest determinants of your end result, so you 
need to put careful thought into them. For example, the owner of a salon would 
not have a card similar to the owner of a herbal medications vendor. Similarly, a 
dentist and a graphic designer would ideally not have a similar product. Make 
sure you have a great eye for design, or a great business card printing adviser. 
In the same breath, most freelancers are multi-functional and wear many hats. For 
instance one may be an accountant by day and a jazz musician by night. This 
again leads to the need for a different business card customized service to 
introduce you as each person if you want to maintain credibility. 

Business card printing template 

Yellow color die-cut business card of a fitness trainer with eye-catching logo This 
is where most people turn online for help; and most settle for business card 
printing online where they are bound to find all their services under one roof. 
There’s really nothing to feel bad about when you decide to use a business card 
printing template for yourself. After all, even artists find themselves in a creative 
block every now and then. As long as you have an idea of what you need, you 
should end up with something close to your business’ personality and that will 
work pretty well for you. Most fantastic cards you have encountered tend to be 
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the work of changing and polishing over a few years so don’t put yourself under 
undue pressure. 

Print business cards 

Another point to note is that while there are many companies that offer business 
card printing services, there is definitely a hierarchy. There are all-round printers 
who deal with everything, and there are niche printers who specialize. The 
printing point you end up with may be either, again depending on your needs, but 
as long as there is a professional team behind the curtains you’re good to go. 
You ought to ask all the questions and get everything cleared up in the early 
stages, because once your cards have been printed there’s no doing that. 
Below are a few questions to ask yourself before you take the plunge and order 
your handmade jewelry and freelance writer business cards: 

Painting service colorful print business card 
 Will I get a free online proofing before the standard business cards get sent 

to print? 
 What are the trending business cards designs in my industry? 
  What are some business card printing services near me? 
 Can I get my business cards for free? 

The breakdown of it 

Of course there’s other things you will need to consider but these are the most 
basic ones to begin with. You ought to keep your costs reasonably low while not 
compromising on the quality you get out. That’s obvious; any small business 
needs to focus on keeping their overheads low if they want to turn a profit. So if 
you can get them on the cheap, or better yet for free, then that’s an instant plus. 
Finding business card printers near you is also a high priority because you will 
save on shipping costs or commuting costs if you pick them up yourself. Also, if 
you have any issues it will be very easy to drop by and have them addressed in 
person. 

Nowadays relevance is as easy to get as it is to lose. Be careful not to set yourself 
up for a flop from the beginning with plain business cards design templates. Your 
cards are your marketers out there where you may not be around to physically 
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represent yourself. Make sure to pick them out as though you were doing a 
rigorous interview for that sales-person position. Do a little research on what 
successful companies in your field are doing and look at their wide variety of 
cards’ logos, business card paper stock, and colors. You should also definitely hit 
up social media and check out what people- your target market, are discussing. 

Start, and stay relevant 

Make sure you have information of what’s trending, and what’s been around for a 
while, and you can check what they have in common so you find perfection. This 
is not to say you will be stuck with the same design forever though; even the 
biggest companies re-brand. This should put off some of the pressure on finding 
that perfect sweet spot of a business card that packs a punch. 

 
With modernity has come a million options of business card printing staples if you 
really want to make a statement. Some examples are Kraft business cards, raised 
spot UV business cards, ultra-thick linen business cards, diamond glitter cards, 
and others. Whether you want to make a bold, sparkly statement for your new nail 
spa, or present a stern, corporate face for your private investigation firm, a quick 
online search will give you something you can work with. Your bakery can go 
for die cut business cards in the shape of muffins- cliché, I know, but you get the 
idea. 

Finally….. 

Exchanging orange color perforated cards Long story short, give some thought to 
your business card design but don’t be stuck in a rut for too long, just start. Most 
successful businesses and individuals will tell you early days had complications 
but they overcame after taking the first step. Similarly, you just need to start, 
because spelling errors and wrong addresses can always be remedied in future. 
What cannot be remedied is time wasted; this will never be recovered. So take 
that crucial step today and print out your business cards, your future will thank 
you ceaselessly for it . Plain or detailed, monochrome or colored, basic or 
expensive, it doesn’t matter- go for it! 


